The Simpler The Better: Sensational Home Cooking in 3 Easy Steps by Leslie Revsin

Avocado Soup And Lemon Dijon Sole. Yum!

Praise for Leslie Revsin

Author of Come for Dinner, a James Beard Award Finalist

and Great Fish, Quick, a Julia Child Cookbook Award Finalist

Leslie Revsin cook(s) with a flair for flavor, a steady hand, and a generous heart.

—Sylvia Carter, New York Newsday

I have never stopped wishing I could cook just like [Revsin] does every night of the week.

—Molly O’Neill, host of the PBS series Great Food and author of the New York Cookbook

The food revolution continues: simpler, less fussy, more delicious dining. Leslie Revsin is leading the charge!

—David Rosengarten, Editor-in-Chief, The Rosengarten Report
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My Personal Review:
I have two small children and have less and less time to cook. This is a great book for someone who wants to serve healthy food fast.

My dad was a terrific cook who did it all without recipes. He taught my mom how to cook but traditionally women in her family don’t cook, so my dad did all the cooking. In keeping with family tradition my brother was required to learn how to cook and I was not.
So I learned to cook after I got married and taught myself using cookbooks so I have an extensive collection. I personally think cookbooks should help make preparing food easier and inspire not intimidate. That is why I love this book. It is designed to make good food simple and easy and tasty.

I would recommend this to the experienced cook looking to save time, the novice cook who wants good food with minimal effort or someone who wants fresh ideas from a cookbook written to inspire instead of intimidate.
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